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Brands and 100 Leaders were felicitated in Abu Dhabi on

Reviewers Pricewaterhouse Coopers P.L. is a research

29 May 2016. This is an initiative of URS Media

based listing which covers 16 industries and 12

Consulting P.L. & AsiaOne Magazine, the process

countries of Asia and the Middle East. The selected 150

reviewers were Pricewaterhouse Coopers P.L.

Dr. Saeed Aghabozorgi from IBM visits IFIM campus for an interaction
with EPGDM-BA students on April 14, 2016

Dr. Saeed Aghabozorgi, Ph. D. is a Sr. Data Scientist in IBM
with a track record of developing enterprise level
applications that substantially increases clients’ ability to
turn data into actionable knowledge. He is a researcher in
data mining field and expert in developing advanced
analytic methods like machine learning and statistical
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modelling on large datasets, in various domains such as
insurance, finance and healthcare systems. He gave a
good insight on business analytics and upcoming trends
in 2016 to watch out for in the analytics and big data
space. The executives felt enriched from the informative
session.

Soni Pankajkumar and Chaitanya Agarwal of PGDM 15-17 batch secured
the second position in "Siastra" management fest held at PES University,
Bangalore on March 17, 2016
Siastra was the PES University management fest held in
March 2016. This year there was a whole new dimension
theme called “SURVIVE” which was a home - where the
future managers were blended with stress, competition
and practicality for three full days, pushing them to
expand their horizons and capacitating them to do
whatever it takes to win the battle.
The IFIM team excelled at this platform where the future
managers learn to work under one roof peacefully to
achieve their targets with limited resources,
empowering and encouraging real thinking with the
vigor to strategize, prove and win.
The fest had five verticals – Marketing, Finance, Human
Resource, Operations and Best Manager. Soni
Pankajkumar and Chaitanya Agarwal of IFIM Business
School’s PGDM 15-17 batch secured the second position
in this year’s Siastra Management Fest. Rounds were
designed to completely explore each domain to a deeper
extent, with the vision to make it as challenging as
possible. ”SURVIVE” aimed to bring in the much needed
adaptability to work in a new environment. To stir the
realistic thinking and planning capabilities of
management students under each vertical with a view of

the real world, they were made to perform without any
digital aid or use of the internet.
Damodar, Dhivija, Sai Teja and Sukesh from IFIM Business
School also participated in the event. They commented
that it duplicated living in survival house for three days
which taught them to live without internet, mobile and
external entertainment.

Prof. M. H. Sharieff, trained Senior Design Leads of General Electric (GE)-Health Group in
Organization and Design Team Conflict on March 22, 2016, conducted by MAGE at John F Welch
Centre, GE-Healthcare - Whitefield-EPIP Zone, Bangalore India
Prof. M. H Sharieff
Associate Professor - IB & Strategy, IFIM Business School

Harsha Vardan Reddy, MBA student of IFIM Institute of Social Sciences, won the
runners-up trophy at Acharya Bangalore Business School's annual management fest
BIZOMANIA for Lord of Business Entrepreneurship on May 05, 2016.
Harsha Vardan Reddy
MBA, Batch 2015-17
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Dr. Gunjan Mohan Sharma, Program Head – Business Analytics, IFIM
Business School attended the Curriculum Development Series: Data
Analytics Seminar organised by AACSB in Singapore on April 18 – 19, 2016

Business demand for graduates with data analytics
knowledge and skills has exploded, while the field itself is
still evolving and changing rapidly, with new business
strategies, tools, and methods coming online daily. These
dynamics are challenging business schools to respond
with innovative programs and curricular approaches that
are connected deeply with practice. The seminar focussed
on how to develop, implement and deliver data analytics

programs and other curriculum components that meet
the highest academic standards consistent with AACSB
accreditation expectations, as well as the needs of the
business community and prospective students. Original
content, cases, discussions, group activities, meetings with
data analytics executives, and other experiences were
designed to assist schools initiate and expand their work
in this vital area.

The learning outcomes for the Data Analytics seminar were as follows:
• Analyze the (business, student, and academic institution) expectations for data analytics knowledge and skills
• Consider the role of data analytics in general business management curricular
• Design and implement a strategic planning process with the objective of creating a data analytics program
• Develop techniques and requirements for teaching data analytics classes, including experience programs, online and
hybrid platforms
• Build business engagement strategies, research platforms, and international approaches

IFIM Toastmasters’ Club wins big at district 92 - Coronation 2016
IFIM Toastmasters' Club, Bangalore has
successfully become a distinguished
club in district 92. On this achievement
of, district 92 has recognized the efforts
of the members of IFIM Toastmasters'
club by awarding IFIM Toastmasters'
club with two prestigious awards.
1. The Rising star award
2. The Spirit of 92 award
Both these awards were presented to
IFIM TMC at the annual event of district 92 - Coronation 2016. Speaking on the occasion, Romy Mathew, President of IFIM
Toastmasters’ Club said “We at IFIM Toastmasters’ Club believe that nobody was born as a good or a bad communicator. Each
and every individual has the matter in him/her to make a difference through his words. The only difference between a good and
a bad communicator is his/her will to improve. If you have the will to improve, nothing can stop you from being a good
communicator. Now we are looking forward to becoming a golden gavel club and a president's distinguished club by 2017.”
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IFIM Law College Students visit the Karnataka High Court on
March 24, 2016

On the 24th of March 2016, we the first year IFIM law
students had the privilege of visiting the Karnataka High
Court. The objective of this visit was to familiarize the
students with court room etiquette.
Indeed, this visit was very informative to the budding
lawyers as we were exposed to law in action with a deeper
insight into administration of justice in its reality. As it is
the High Court, the cases were appeal cases from the
lower courts and we were only able to learn a little about
the crux of the contentious matter. However, this minimal
knowledge was sufficient for us to gain a much more
focused viewpoint on the subject of litigation. A major
learning for us in the court of Criminal Petitions was that
bail hearings are conducted expeditiously much against
what we thought it otherwise to be.
Furthermore, the interaction between the judge and the
litigants is in a low-key tone. There is no screaming for
justice or for a favorable positive response for the plea.
Even though the language used in High Courts is English,
a few advocates pleaded their cases in Kannada.
In court, everything moves at an extraordinary pace.
There is no wastage of time when it comes to the advocates and judges. Ten to fifteen cases are either adjourned
or dismissed within a short span of time which bears testimony to the fact of how strict the judges are regarding
the management of time allotted to lawyers to plead their
cases. Judges are very harsh on advocates who fail to
comply with the time allotted to them.

One case which piqued
our interest was Ajitha v
The Registrar (WP13440/14). Ajitha was
represented
by
Shashidhara H.N while
the Registrar was being
represented by N K
Ramesh. The case was
heard by the Honourable Mr. Justice Jayant
Patel, a single judge
bench. The matter was
brought before the
court by ‘Ajitha’ as ‘The
Registrar’ was demanding the payment of unpaid electricity bills from 2004-2012. During construction, the electricity meter was in the name of the developer. In 2012, when
Ajitha moved into the apartment, the meter was shifted to
the name of the concerned Housing Association. The
question before the court was who is responsible to pay
the unpaid electricity bills. After hearing arguments
presented by both the parties, the judge concluded that
the Registrar had not adduced sufficient evidence to pass
a verdict and hence the case was adjourned.
The visit gave us a deep insight as to how to equip
ourselves to face the challenges of the highly competitive
legal profession. What we have observed are the common
attributes to be possessed by lawyers striving for excellence: professionalism, time management, the ability to
focus and prepare concise arguments, great listening
skills and the talent to think on one’s feet. Finally, the most
important attribute is a research bent of mind. All in all,
this visit was a rich experience of breaking the ice into the
vast world of litigation. It has unveiled new vistas clearing
many misconceptions and queries, simultaneously raising
a few thought provoking questions. Undoubtedly, it was a
great learning experience and we are eagerly looking
forward to making many more visits to the ‘Courts of Law’
to understand a practical approach to study the dynamics
of law.
- By Sarbodeep Sood and Sai Prasad, IFIM Law College
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Industry visit: First Year students of MBA visited Actuant India Pvt Ltd,
manufacturing unit in Hosur, Tamil Nadu on May 5, 2016
The students were accompanied by faculty & staff members
Prof. Prabhakaran, Ms. Vrushali and Ms. Kala Sridhar. The
Actuant Corporation started in 1910, now it's $1.2B
diversified industrial company serving customers from
operations in more than 30 countries. The Actuant
businesses are leaders in a broad array of niche markets
including branded hydraulic tools and solutions; specialized
products and services for energy markets and highly
engineered position and motion control systems.

Mr. Bala Chandran, the plant manager guided the
students and explained everything about how the
process is done, technologies being used and various
Japanese techniques of production. He responded to
every question asked with live examples. The students
learned a lot regarding how a Manufacturing
Company works along with their investing areas and
assembling process.

Prof. Shaguftha Anjum from IFIM Law College wins best paper
presentation at the National Conference on Indian Legal System –
Emerging Dimensions on April 26 – 27, 2016
Prof. Shaguftha Anjum presented a paper on the topic “Limited Liability Partnership - an
emerging Corporate form” at JSS Law College (Autonomous) Kuvempunagar, Mysuru
on the occasion of Centenary celebrations. The paper was presented at the National
Conference on Indian Legal System – Emerging Dimensions’ on April 26 – 27, 2016. She
was honored with ‘The Best Paper Presentation award at the Conference.
There were 76 paper presenters at the conference from different parts of the Country.
As ‘Law is an instrument of Social change’, the two days conference mainly focused on
the latest trends and changes that are taking place in the Society and as well as in the
legal field.
When asked about her win, Professor Shagufta commented “Through this research paper I have made an endeavor to
focus on the perception of the research topic: ‘Limited Liability Partnership- an emerging corporate forms’. I have adopted
Doctrinal modus operandi of research and have collected the data, information and materials on the topic through various
sources. As LLP is currently the most popular emerging cross-breed form in the business sector, I wanted the same to be
highlighted to the esteemed scholars”
Ms. Shaguftha Anjum
Assistant Professor - IFIM Law College
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What is the purpose of Law School?
If you are planning to go to law school in the very near
future, this article is for you. If you have writing your this
article is for you. If you have no idea why you are writing
the test and/or have no idea why you want to go to law
school, this article is for you. If you are going to law school
because you think it is a good alternative to medicine and
engineering this article is for you. If you are going to law
school because you want to bag a high-paying job and
think you can land one by cracking CLAT, this article is
definitely for you.
Job mandatory, Education optional
In the last month or so, I have travelled the length and
breadth of this vast country to interact with CLAT
aspirants. The first question I asked them was simply this:
“How many of you will be disappointed if you do not have
a job at the end of five years of law school?” An overwhelming majority of students answered in the affirmative.
The next question: “How many of you will blame the law
school’s administration/management for failing to find
employment?” Some said that the fault would lie with the
law school, though a majority of students felt that the
fault was theirs and theirs alone for failing to find a job.
They did however add that their parents would lay the
blame squarely at the feet of the law school. “Why?” I
asked. “Money Sir” they replied. “Our parents will expect a
return on their investment, having paid our fees.” And
therein lies the rub.
I then presented the students with the following hypothetical situation: It will cost you are around 40 lakhs to
study at India’s most expensive law school and obtain a
quality education. Your father gives you two choices. He
says you can study at India’s best law school and spend
the 40 lakhs; or, you can take the 40 lakhs and create a
fixed deposit with the State Bank of India. What would you
do? Which is the safer investment?
An overwhelming majority said that they would take the
40 lakhs and go to law school. “Why would you do that?” I
said to them. “Isn’t that risky? What if you don’t have a job
at the end of five years? If you invest it with SBI, you are
guaranteed a return on your investment. Why squander
40 lakhs of your parents’ hard-earned money. Pat came

the reply: “Sir, if we are able
to obtain a quality education, we can earn much
more than 40 lakhs. It will
help us throughout our
lives.”
As I heard different versions
of the same answer in city
after city, it became clear to
me that students in India
understand something that their parents don’t: the
purpose of going to law school is not to get a job or a
degree, but to get a great education. It is far more important to be employable, rather than employed, when you
graduate from law school.
Identifying the right law school
If the realization has dawned upon you that an education
is far more important than simply getting a degree, and
subsequently a job, then you need to identify the right
law school for you. The President of the United States
Barack Obama and the First Lady Michelle Obama had
some sound advice for their daughter Malia as she
embarked upon her college application process: “Just
because it’s not some name-brand, famous, fancy school
doesn’t mean that you’re not going to get a great education there.”
Malia Obama chose Harvard, the university her parents
went to; what this shows is that it will be extremely hard
for you as a student to turn down some of the top NLU’s in
the country like Bangalore, Hyderabad, Jodhpur, Delhi
and Kolkata. With only a privileged few making it to these
top 5 NLU’s that still leaves 13 NLU’s that have been setup
in the last decade. About 75 percent of the students I
interacted with had no hesitation in saying that they
would blindly go to any NLU: “The NLU-tag is important”.
So I asked them what they knew about India’s 18 NLU’s. As
it turns out, not much; none of them could name a single
faculty member, most of them did not even know the full
name or the proper acronym for most of the NLU’s, they
did not know what the placement figures were and nor
did they care.
IFIM Face to Face,
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They wanted the “NLU-tag”, something they believed
would put them on the fast-track to a rich and successful
life. This myth has been propagated by sectors of India’s
legal education landscape that stand to benefit from such
blind faith in the NLU brand.
Do your homework, Choose wisely
In 2012, students at a prestigious NLU in western India
petitioned the State’s High Court against arbitrary marking by faculty members. In 2013, students at one of India’s
oldest NLU’s, as well as faculty members, petitioned for
changes in the running of the law school. In 2014,
students at an NLU in Eastern India went on a hunger
strike when their list of grievances, contained in a memorandum titled “A Saga of Grieved Souls”, was ignored.
In the south, students of NLU took to the streets as a
decision was taken to shift the campus to the outskirts of
the city. Back in the East, at the most expensive NLU,
students boycotted an exam last month to protest the
lack of competent faculty for that particular subject.
What’s more students at this NLU have also protested
against frequent power cuts, lack of cold water in the
summers and inadequate infrastructure – both physical
and in terms of manpower.
Some of you might be thinking that these problems are
common at Universities across India. Some of you might
also be thinking that there are no viable alternatives to
the NLU’s and going to a private law school is no guarantee that these problems will not recur there. Let me ask
you this: If you had the option of eating at a govern-

ment-run canteen or a private restaurant, and money was
not an issue, what would you choose? Every single
student I have interacted with over the last month said
that he would go to the private restaurant.
Education in India today is a business and that is a good
thing. The laws of the free market apply and those private
institutions that do not satisfy their customers i.e. the
students, will certainly fail. But not so with a majority of
the NLU’s, which are cashing in on the brand value
built-up so labouriously by pioneers in the field like Dr.
Madhava Menon. Private institutions want your custom
and will go all out to ensure that they retain it.
That being said, it is not a given that every private law
school will cater to your needs; The single most important
question you need to ask the Management at private law
school is this: Who’s in charge? Once you are given the
answer to this question, find out more about the person.
What is his or her vision for the law school? What is his or
her background and what is their track record? And most
importantly, what role do they envision for you the law
student in ensuring the growth of the law school?
Remember that things like an air-conditioned campus,
fancy hostels, a food court with a wide variety of cuisines,
smart classrooms with air conditioners are comforts, not
necessities. Never invest in things. Invest in people. Invest
in the human beings running the law school As one
famous American political commentator remarked, “the
whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into
windows.” This process of transformation commences
with your first day at law school. So choose wisely.
Prof. Abhishek Sudhir, Dean - IFIM Law College

Moot Court Society Report (January 2016 - June 2016)
IFIM Law College’s various moot teams were able to garner some much needed exposure and experience in
what was a hectic but nevertheless enjoyable semester of mooting.
The first moot of the season was the Alliance National
Moot Court Competition. The competition was organized
by Alliance University, Bangalore. The moot proposition
was on Hindu Family Law, with child custody at the center
of the dispute. Family Laws are complex and the team’s
task was made even harder by the fact that this was the
first moot in IFIM’s history. All of the team’s opponents
were either in their final or penultimate year of their
course, but the team held their nerve and managed to beat
around six teams, standing 11th out of 17 teams.
10
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This was followed by one of the most prestigious international moots, the Philip C. Jessup. This was IFIM’s first ever
international Moot, with the team being entered the
youngest in the competition’s 57 year history. The participating teams were all highly experienced law students
from established law schools. During the preliminary
rounds the team faced NUJS Kolkata, NLU Orissa, NLSIU
Bangalore and Tamil Nadu Law University.
The next big moot of the season was the, 14th Surana &
Surana National Law Moot Court Competition. The moot
court competition was conducted from the 12th – 14th of
February 2016 at the JSS Law College, in Mysore. The
moot proposition was based on Taxation and it dealt with
the concepts like MAT (Minimum alternate tax), FPI
(Foreign Portfolio Investors) and FII (Foreign Institutional
Investors). Despite having never studied a single law
subject, let alone taxation, the young team was able to
interpret and understand complex legal issues. During
the preliminary rounds the team faced GLC, Mumbai and
Pravin Gandhi Law College, Mumbai. However, in a competition with 9 NLU’s and other reputed institutions it was
a difficult task, yet the team pulled off a decent job, ranking 21st out of 26 teams. It was an experience where the
team learnt that perseverance, legal knowledge, confidence, optimism and thorough research were the keys to
success.
The next challenging competition was the Memorial
Selection Rounds for the Asia Pacific Regional Rounds of
the 2016 Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition. The moot proposition was based on the law
surrounding Space Debris, Commercial Spaceflight
Services and Liability. As there were not many decided
cases to cite (space law is not as well-developed as other
areas), it was difficult to get matter for the memorial.
Nevertheless the team submitted a memorial based on
laws like the 1967 Outer space treaty, the 1968 Return and
Rescue Agreement, the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, the 1972 Liability Convention, and the
1975 Registration Convention, with unorthodox pleadings and submissions. Even though the team failed to
make it to the Asia Pacific Rounds, it was a valiant effort.
Then IFIM took part in the G.H Raisoni National Trial and
Appellate Moot Court Competition. This moot was based
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on a puzzling murder case, which needed the team’s
deductive faculties to be functioning at full capacity. With
ample coaching and advice, the team was trained in the
art of advocacy, being coached on the aspects of examination in chief and cross-examination of witnesses. The
team lost in the first matchup of the preliminary round,
but came out on top in the second matchup and finished
14th out of 20 participating teams. Simultaneously,
another team participated in the national level moot
court competition organized by Al-Ameen College,
Bangalore. The team was sent in well-equipped to take on
impressive opponents, and they did well, considering the
rapid, aggressive questioning by the competition’s experienced judges.
The last competition of the intense mooting season was
the 9th National Law School Trilegal International Arbitration Moot Court Competition (NLSTIAM), 2016. This was
an unforgettable experience for the team; it was one of
the most challenging moots with an extremely complex
moot proposition based on International Commercial
Arbitration. However the team was up for the challenge
with extensive research and hard work, and with unconditional help and guidance from the Mooting coach, the
team managed to put up a decent fight. The team went
up against, Gujarat National Law University (GNLU),
National University of Singapore (NUS), NUJS Kolkata and
eventual winners NLIU Bhopal. For the first time in IFIM
Law College’s brief history, a team from the College beat a
National Law University, GNLU, and laid the foundations
for the future.
Despite the fact that it was a trophy-less season, the main
plus this semester was being given a taste of the
ultra-competitive world of mooting. With all the knowledge and exposure gained and continued guidance from
the experienced faculty, coaches and administrators of
IFIM Law College, students are gearing up for the upcoming season, this time to win more awards and establish
IFIM as a force to be reckoned with on the mooting circuit.
This report has been compiled by the IFIM Law College Moot
Court Society (MCS) members.

Name: Mr. Nishanth VJ

Alumni Connect

Designation: Sr. Manager – Compliance
Organization: Discover Financial Services, USA
Work Experience: 15 Years
Course Pursued: PGDM
Batch: 1999 - 2001
Q1. Please tell us about your domain and your current
work profile
Ans: I work in Banking – System implementation. I oversee
business requirements, gauge testing activity and other
necessities for financial services. I currently work in US for
compliance.
Q2: Can you please briefly tell us about your career path
so far?
Ans: After my PGDM at IFIM Business School, I was placed
in HDFC bank. I loved my job there as it was my first job
and I got to work in various roles like Personal banker,
Relationship manager, eventually even becoming the
Branch manager. I worked there for around four years and
then changed my profile and joined Infosys. I worked in
Infosys for ten years, with banking software and financial
services. I then joined TCS (USA) for about a year, and I
currently work as Sr. Manager – Compliance at Discover
Financial Services.
Q3: Is industry work different from what you learn at
B-School (IFIM)?
Ans: Industry work is very different from what you learn in
business schools. The basic concepts like marketing, portfolio analysis, models and concepts are essential to understand the foundation. However, majority of learning
happens during internships, or on the job. In IFIM, we
learned important things like how to work in groups, soft
skills, project and team work, which are essential abilities
needed for work life.

and do a lot of legwork.
The internship taught
me a lot. Not only did I
roam all over Bangalore for research, but also learned
concepts of hardcore sales. It is good if the internship is
not lax, but is tough and drives you.
Q5. How do you think your MBA/PGDM Program has
added value to your life, both professional life and
social/personal life?
Ans: The PGDM program at IFIM has added a lot of value
to my professional life. Besides learning concepts, we also
learned to talk effectively, have interactions with people
from various demographic groups, and have larger and
different perspectives. The quality of faculty and kind of
knowledge they gave us in management is of a different
league. It even sensitized me to CSR activities and taught
me how to be socially responsible. Even I have personally
noticed in my field, the difference between just a regular
engineer, and an engineer who has gone through management course. The soft skills, team work, way they deal
with situations are much better.
Q6: You must have spent memorable time at IFIM. Do
you miss being a part of it? Please share your few good
memories?
Ans: I had a lot of memorable times at IFIM. A highlight
would be me marrying my batchmate Ms. Jagadeshwari.
Convocation was a memorable time as I topped the
PGDM batch and she was the topper of Finance. We had a
good set of friends and a lot of fun times.

Q4. From your experience, please share how did your
internship experience help you at your first job?

Q7. What was your initial thought process when you
joined IFIM?

Ans: My internship while studying at IFIM was with Sharp
Business Systems. They had just launched their photocopier business. We had to do an in-depth market survey
and analysis. We were also responsible to generate leads

Ans: When I was in my undergraduate I was an average
student, not even good at speaking in public, since I was
from a small town in Karnataka.
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I aspired to let IFIM change and mould me into a
professional, and hoped to always stay in the top 40% of
the class. I used to play a lot of cricket so wondered if I
would get time during the PGDM course which is very
rigorous. However, since my undergraduate degree was
also in management I was very excited to take up PGDM
in IFIM with marketing as my specialization.
Q8. Briefly take us through your life at IFIM campus,
both academic and non-academic life?
Ans: Besides the IFIM campus, I will never forget the
faculty! Mr. Sandeep Revankar who taught finance was an
excellent professor but he used to set very tough papers
during examinations. Sometimes when we used to sit for
his papers the first ten minutes the class used to just stare
at each other in shock and disbelief. I also liked Mr. Shishir
Jha and Ms. Savita Harikrishnan. Visiting faculty were the
cherry on the cake. The best was Mr. Gautam Khanna from
3M who made us read books like ‘Games People Play’ and
learn management concepts.
Q9. You are proud alumni of this top B-school. What is
the best part of this B-school from a student
perspective?
Ans: The best part about this business school is learning to
grow not just individually, but in a group set up. You learn
to think of solutions through team work. You also get
different perceptions from people who are students here
from all over the country. This kind of thinking and
attitude which is developed is most-wanted in all
workplaces.
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Q10. Tell us one of your IFIM student life secrets and
tips, which can be shared with the future aspirants?
Ans: The main secret is focus – this is most necessary. You
must keep both information of what you learn in the
classroom, as well as internship and real life ready in your
mind when you start your job. I encourage everyone to
take up as many projects as possible, since it is out of the
syllabus learning that actually keeps you industry ready.
You can reach even the greatest heights if you desire, all
you need is the right attitude and spirit.
Q11. How would you like to give back to society and
what are your future plans? Any suggestion/guidance
for the future aspirants?
Ans: Discover Financial Serives ,where I currently work,
encourages a lot of volunteer work, especially in education. We volunteer at schools, mentoring and helping
primary school students.
Q12. Could you share with us a little information about
your family and hobbies?
Ans: I am an avid reader and I love listening to music, and
travelling. I met my wife, at IFIM itself who was my batchmate as I have mentioned before. I have two children. The
elder one is Nijaa and she is eleven years old. My younger
son, Skanda is six years old. I love spending time with
them.

Introduction of Social Immersion Project (SIP) at IFIM Business School
IFIM Business School introduced Social Immersion Project
(SIP) as part of the PGDM Curriculum. Students were sent
to various NGOs such as AOL, Action Aid, 40K Globe,
World Vision India, Anti-Pollution Drive Foundation and
Bhagavatula Charitable Trust for their Social Immersion
Project for a period of ten days between 19th April and
28th April 2016. The students were sent to places such as
Chickmagalur, Bellary, Gundlupet, Vizag, Mangalore and
Bangalore rural and urban.
During this period students were divided into groups of
three under the supervision of Faculty Mentors and NGO
Mentors and were exposed to various problems prevailing in the area and were expected to take up one problem

for their study and come out with the solutions which are
Techno Economically viable. The objective is to acclimatise PGDM students on various social issues and provide
hands-on experience of by working with NGOs and make
them socially responsible professionals.
It was a great learning experience for Students and they
were able to see the problems prevailing in the rural
areas. They also understood the need to assist these
under privileged people by developing Techno economically viable solutions to these problems. Even NGOs
acknowledged the contribution made by our students
during this period and complemented the IFIM management for introducing SIP as part of PGDM syllabus.
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IFIM in collaboration with Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India
(EDII) Ahmedabad launches the Graduate Certificate Program in
Entrepreneurship for all aspiring entrepreneurs
IFIM institutions has launched the Center of Excellence for
Entrepreneurship Development which focuses on
contributing to the entrepreneurship ecosystem in line
with its mission. The Center is responsible for developing
courses and curriculum that supports students inclined
towards entrepreneurship. The Center offers specializaSCHOOL
tion andBUSINESS
core courses
in entrepreneurship for the PGDM
students in addition to certificate courses in collaboration
with EDII. The center is closely working with national
entrepreneurship network and other members of the

entrepreneurship ecosystem to add value to the students
affiliated with the institute. The center is setting up an
incubation center to provide a supporting ecosystem for
nurturing young entrepreneurs. With strong intellectual
faculty base and exceptional corporate connect, IFIM is a
perfect habitat for young entrepreneurs to experiment
and reap success from their entrepreneurial capabilities.

IFIM Business School
The Best Industry Connect

SINCE 1995

Center of Excellence
The center is headed by Dr. Srividya Raghavan
Entreprenuership Development
thriving ecosystem for nurturing entrepreneurship.

Increase number and
strengthen quality of
on the campus

ﬁnanciers and legal aids

Develop intellectual

pedagogies for training

capital in the area of

entrepreneurs

entrepreneurship in
terms of research

Entrepreneurship Development (COE - ED)
at IFIM Business School
The Center aims to build an empowering ecosystem that freely admits and nurtures candidates with
obtain access to legal, ﬁnancial and mentoring support.
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IFIM Business School

IFIM Business School
The Best Industry Connect

Since 1995

Learn How To Use ANALYTICS To Achieve Business Objectives

Business
Analytics

IFIM Business School has been
recognized by IBM for building
capabilities for management
students and working
professionals on Big Data and
Analytics

Admissions 2016 (Batch III)
Executive Post Graduate Diploma in Management
in Business Analytics
Approved by AICTE; 15 months weekend program
The program is designed for working professionals:
• To equip individuals looking to advance their career goals in the analytics domain
at strategic level
• To train individuals on enterprise-wide perspective on data, result
communication,
preparing a business intelligence roadmap, rollout of Analytic application
• To develop abilities needed to foster an analytical culture within an organization

For more details and to apply, visit www.iﬁmbschool.com
8P & 9P, KIADB Industrial Area, Electronics City, Phase 1, Bangalore-560100
9900067702/4/6 | 080-41432800/888 | analytics@ifimbschool.com

''Brunch Pe Charcha''
Members of the IFIM Alumni Association met over brunch to relive old
memories with friends on May 22, 2016, at Dishoom, Domlur, Bangalore.
Faculty & Management Team of IFIM joined the Alumni.
The Alumni were execited for the upcoming annul Alumni Meet
"MILAN - 2016" to be held on August 15, 2016
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Research
by faculty
at IFIM

Dr. Srividya Raghavan’s case study titled : “Bajaj RE60: The Branding
Challenge of Disruptive Innovation” was published in Ivey Publishing
May 2016

Dr. R. Satish Kumar’s Research Paper titled: ”A Comparative Study on the
Implementation of Traditional Vs. Big Data Technology in CRM
Practices” was published in FOCUS-The International Journal of
Management Vol.11.2 (October – March 2016) ISSN : 0973-9165
Dr. Sasmita Giri’s Research Paper titled: “Voice of Customer Modeling in
Banking with Naïve Bayes and SVM” was published in FOCUS-The
International Journal of Management Vol.11.2 (October – March 2016)
ISSN : 0973-9165

IFIM Photography Club Competition Conducted on May 25, 2016 with
theme as “Curves”

Ritesh Joseph
(PGDM, Batch 2015-17)

Winner: Ritesh Joseph

Vignesh V
(PGDM, Batch 2015-17)
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Runner-up: Vignesh V

I am indeed happy on winning the first ever
IFIM Photography competition. What makes
it more special is that the competition was
held on my birthday. The theme was tricky,
but it brought the best out of us. My strategy
was simple- "Keep an open mind". I would
also congratulate Vignesh and all the other
participants. "It doesn't matter who comes
first or last, for me the art of Photography won
the competition".

I was little confused with the theme I got, it
was "Curves". First thing came to my mind was
a half covered sun at the time of sunset but it
would be a very niche material. So I switched
my thoughts towards a sand timer which has
also a perfect curve. Then came the outcome
as you all witnessed. I congratulate Ritesh for
winning this event and I also wish the other
participants for the next time. Photography is
an art which kindles our creativity.
'Respect it ! Enjoy it'!

IFIM Staff & Students Participate in TCS World 10K Marathon Bangalore
Bengaluru, May 11, 2016: With almost 23,700 runners
ready to run the streets of Bengaluru on 15th May 2016,
Organizers and Government Authorities announced their
preparedness to host the ninth edition of the TCS World
10K. Announcing the new route along with medical
arrangements & logistical measures for the run were Race
Director Hugh Jones, Medical Director Dr. Vivek Jawali and
Representatives from the State Government Authorities.

enthusiasm and greeting his fans. Although the whistle
was blown it took around 15 minutes to reach the start
line before the actual run because of the huge crowd for
the Majja Run. The run was exciting as participants were
served refreshments like oranges, chocolates, juices ,etc.
Moreover, there were various stages put up (at each km)
where dance and music programs were going on which
gave in a strong force of energy.

With sunrise on Sunday, the 15th of May, at 5:54 am and
an expected minimum temperature of 22 Degree Celsius,
the Open 10K was the the first of six runs to be flagged off
at 6:00 AM, with a staggered start for different sections,
followed by the World 10K for the elite Male Athletes that
commenced at 7:25 AM. The World 10K for the Elite
Women athletes started at 8:10 AM just after the 4.2 KM
Senior Citizens Run, which was slotted for a 7:40 AM start.
And finally over 11,000 runners took to the streets at 9:10
am for the much-awaited Majja Run.

The TCS 10k world run was well organised with refreshments, medical centres and temporary toilets after each
kilometre. They also had numerous photographers and
videographers at the starting point and the finishing
point to capture each of the participants. The volunteers
of TCS did an important part of motivating the runners. All
successfully completed the run after which participants
were given a food kit and some upma and sweet. It was a
magnificent event and students of IFIM are hopeful of
participating in such events from time to time.

The event of 6km Majja Run commenced at 9.10 am. On
reaching there, participants of the 10k run were completing their finish line. It was an inspiration to see an elderly
person of age 70+ complete his 10k. Also the marathon
for the handicapped began. All were excited and selfies
and pictures were taken at the stadium which included all
the members of the IFIM family present to run the
marathon with their bibs on and the placards held.
There was a huge crowd of people for the 6k run which
consisted of people from different organisations to
promote different causes. On the stage was Punnet
Rajkumar, popular Kannada film actor, being part of the
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You’ve stood out with
a brilliant score.
Now excel further
with focused learning.
BBA-Professional (BBA+PGDM)
B. Com.-Professional (B. Com.+PGDM)
(Aﬃliated to Bangalore University)
Pathway which diﬀerentiates you from the rest
Personality Enhancement Program | Internship | Field Project | Social Immersion Project
Industry Visit and Guest Lectures | Foreign language | Six Sigma/Research Method
SAPM/Business Analytics/Digital Marketing/SAP/IFRS
Resume Writing, Mock Interview and Guided GD

Get an intensive, focused and comprehensive ﬁve year learning experience
• Complete the ﬁve years program without taking a break or after gaining some work experience
• Designed for high achievers transformed in to world-class leaders over a ﬁve-year period
• Get the PGDM after ﬁve years at a cost almost equivalent to exclusive two years’ PGDM program
• Intensive training for CPT CA in the ﬁrst year and training for IPCC CA in the second/third year
• Research based learning and familiarize with current corporate practices
"The best aspect of IFIM College is that our
classroom sessions involve a lot of discussions
and cases, where we try to do assignments
through grouped deliberations.”

“It really is one of the best Institutions in the
country. I couldn't have asked for a better
environment. The faculty is helpful and
extremely knowledgeable.”

Mannat Gill | Batch 2015- 2018

Shyam Balachandran | Batch 2015- 2018

Transform with a Focused Learning Approach
IFIM Institutions

#8P & 9P, KIADB Industrial Area, Electronics City Phase I, Bangalore - 560100
Tel.: 080 - 41432800/888 | Mobile: +91 99000 67702/6/8
E-mail: info@iﬁm.edu.in | www.iﬁm.edu.in
Since 1995

